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Application of the Discrete Fourier Transform to the Search forGeneralised Legendre Pairs and Hadamard MatricesRoderick J. Fletcher, Marc Gysin and Jennifer Seberry AbstractWe introduce Legendre sequences and generalised Legendre pairs (GL{pairs). We showhow to construct an Hadamard matrix of order 2` + 2 from a GL{pair of length `. Wereview the known constructions for GL{pairs and use the discrete Fourier transform(DFT) and power spectral density (PSD) to enable an exhaustive search for GL{pairs forlengths `  45 and partial results for other `.1 Denitions and NotationLet U be a sequence of ` real numbers u0; u1; :::; u` 1. The periodic autocorrelation functionPU (j) of such a sequence is dened by:PU (j) = ` 1Xi=0 uiui+j mod `; j = 0; 1; :::; `  1:Two sequences U and V of identical length ` are said to be compatible if the sum of theirperiodic autocorrelations is a constant, say a, except for the 0-th term. That is,PU (j) + PV (j) = a; j 6= 0: (1)(Such pairs are said to have constant periodic autocorrelation even though it is the sum ofthe autocorrelations that is a constant.) If U and V are both 1 sequences, compatible anda =  2, then they are called a generalised Legendre pair (or GL{pair). In Sections 3{5, werestrict our attention to GL{pairs.A Hadamard matrix of order n is an n  n matrix H which has 1{entries and all its rowsand columns are orthogonal. In other wordsHHT = nInwhere In is the identity matrix of order n.For the denition of supplementary dierence sets the reader is referred to [WSW72].We note that two compatible sequences may contain elements from any alphabet. If theelements of two compatible sequences are 0; 1 then they are described as 2   f`; k1; k2;gAddress of rst author: 15615 E. 4th Ave. #45, Veradale, WA 99037, USA. Address of second and thirdauthor: Centre for Computer Security Research, School of Information Technology and Computer Science,The University of Wollongong, Wollongong NSW 2522, Australia.1
supplementary dierence sets (SDS). In this paper we are interested in the particular case of2 f`; `+12 ; `+12 ; `+12 g SDS since these give, when the zeros are replaced by  1, compatible 1sequences which are a GL{pair, and may be used as below to construct Hadamard matricesof order 2`+ 2. The Legendre or Jacobi symbol is written (ajn) if n is prime or composite,respectively. When referring to the elements of a  1; 0; 1 sequence we often write ` ' insteadof  1 and `+' instead of 1.The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a sequence U is given byDFTU (k) = k = ` 1Xi=0 ui!ik; k = 0; 1; :::; `  1where ! is a primitive `-th root of unity e 2i` . If we take the squared magnitude of eachterm in the DFT of U , the resulting sequence is called the power spectral density (PSD) ofU . Because we use them so often, the k-th terms in the PSDs of U and V will be denotedby jk j2 and jk j2, respectively.Example 1 The PSD of the sequence 1 2 2 -2 0 0 0 is49.000 19.988 13.220 7.792 7.792 13.220 19.988If a sequence u is transformed by the operation of cyclically taking every d-th element, wheregcd(d; `) = 1, the sequence U is said to be decimated by d. That is, if V = U decimated byd, then vi = udi mod `.Example 2 1111000 decimated by 2 = 1100110 1111000 decimated by 3 = 1101010The set of all possible decimations of a sequence is called a decimation class. Since d isrequired to be relatively prime to `, a sequence of length ` has (`) decimations, thoughsometimes they are not all distinct. We note that decimation by  1 is the same as reversinga sequence. Hence, by assuming that each sequence also represents its reverse, the maximumsize of any decimation class is (`)=2. Finally, we dene compatibility between decimationclasses. Two decimation classes are said to be compatible if and only if some sequencebelonging to one class is compatible with some sequence in the other class.2 Some Preliminary ResultsWe make use of the following well-known theorem [PFTV89, Chapter 12], [Tretter76, Chapter10].Theorem 1 Wiener{Khinchin Theorem The PSD of a sequence is equal to the DFT ofits periodic autocorrelation functionjk j2 = ` 1Xj=0PU (j)!jk: (2)The periodic autocorrelation function is equal to the inverse DFT of the sequence's PSDPU(j) = 1̀ ` 1Xk=0 jkj2! jk : (3)2
Our main theorem isTheorem 2 Two sequences are compatible if and only if their PSDs sum to a constant.Proof. By straightforward application of (1), (2) and (3), we havejk j2 + jk j2 = ` 1Xj=0(PU(j) + PV (j))!jk = (PU(0) + PV (0)  a)!0 + ` 1Xj=0 a!jk = c (k 6= 0)PU (j)+PV (j) = 1̀ ` 1Xk=0(jkj2+ jk j2)! jk = 1̀(j0j2+ j0j2 c)!0+ 1̀ ` 1Xk=0 c! jk = a (j 6= 0):The inequalities k 6= 0 and j 6= 0 are required only in the nal steps of the above equationsin order to force the rightmost sums to vanish.Example 3 Two compatible sequences and their PSDs are shown below.Sequences PSD (terms 1 to 3)1 2 2 -2 0 0 0 19.988 13.220 7.7922 1 -1 2 -1 0 0 5.012 11.780 17.20825.000 25.000 25.000 (hence c = 25)In fact, the constant c depends only on the set of numbers comprising the sequences U andV . It is easily shown thatc = `P` 1i=0 u2i   (P` 1i=0 ui)2`  1 + `P` 1i=0 v2i   (P` 1i=0 vi)2`  1 : (4)Hence, all permutations of the sequences yield the same constant. Theorem 2 is a generalisa-tion of results that have appeared in the literature in other forms, see for example Kounias,Koukouvinos, Nikolaou and Kakos [KKNK94].The following useful relationships are easily proved by direct application of the denitions ofdecimation, autocorrelation and DFT. If a sequence is decimated by d, then its autocorrelation is likewise decimated by d, andits DFT and PSD are decimated by d 1 mod `. It follows immediately that compatible sequences remain compatible if they are deci-mated by the same amount.Remark: If U , V are 1; 0{sequences then the above constant c is c = w   a, where w isthe total number of non{zero entries and a is the constant from the periodic autocorrelationfunction of U and V . 3
3 Legendre Sequences and Modied Legendre SequencesFor the remainder of this paper we consider only GL{pairs. The following is well known (seefor example [WSW72]) and is included for completeness only. Let p be an odd prime. The 1; 0; 1 sequence U of length p is called a Legendre sequence L if its elements xi = li satisfyli = (ijp):In other words, l0 = 0 and for i 6= 0, li = 1 if i is a square modulo p and li =  1, otherwise.We call ( 1; L), (0; L), or (1; L) a modied Legendre sequence. The values of the modiedLegendre sequence are exactly the same as those of the unmodied one except for l0 whichis set to  1, 0, or +1, respectively. ((0; L) is of course the original Legendre sequence butsometimes it is convenient to refer to it as an modied Legendre sequence.) Two sequences(e1; L), (e2; L) with e1; e2 2 f 1; 0; 1g are called modied Legendre sequences and they aredened in the obvious manner.Example 4 Let p = 7. The modied Legendre sequences (0; L) and (1; L) are given by(0; L) = 0 + + +   (1; L) = + ++  +   Lemma 1 Let p be an odd prime then (1; L), (1; L) is a GL{pair.This lemma shows the existence of a GL{pair for every odd prime p. We also note thatLemma 2 Let p = 2`+ 1 be a prime power then there is a GL{pair.Proof. We use the Szekeres dierence sets [GerSeb79], A and B with parameters 2  f`; `+12 ; `+12 ; `+12 g. We note that if x 2 A)  x 62 A and if y 2 B )  y 2 B.Theorem 3 Suppose there is a GL-pair of length `. Then there exists an Hadamard matrixof order 2`+ 2.Proof. The sequences are used to make two circulant matrices A and B of order `. Thenthe following matrix is the required Hadamard matrix.2666666666666664     +    + +    +  + +    + +     + +... ... A B+ ++  ... ... BT  AT+   3777777777777775Corollary 1 Suppose that there are 2 f`; `+12 ; `+12 ; `+12 g SDS. Then there exists an Hadamardmatrix of order 2`+ 2.Proof. The sequences are used to make two circulant matrices A and B of order `. Now letJ be the `  ` matrix of all ones. Set A = 2A   J and B = 2B   J . These are now used inthe matrix of the theorem. 4
4 Existence of GL{PairsGL{pairs exist for the following lengths ` (the following sets indicated for ` are not necessarilydisjoint), where: ` is a prime (see Section 3 this paper); 2` + 1 is a prime power (these arise from Szekeres dierence sets, see for example,[GerSeb79]); ` = 2k  1, k  2 (two Galois sequences are a GL{pair, see for example, [Schroeder84]); ` = 49; 57 (these have been found by a non{exhaustive computer{search that usesgeneralised cyclotomy and master{switch techniques, [GerSeb79], [GysSeb97]); ` = 3; 5; : : : ; 45 (these have been found and classied by exhaustive computer searchesherein); ` = 47; 49 and 51 (these have been found and classied by partial computer searchesherein).GL{pairs do not exist for even lengths. The following lengths `  200 are unresolved: 55,77, 85, 87, 91, 93, 115, 117, 121, 123, 129, 133, 143, 145, 147, 159, 161, 169, 171, 175, 177,185, 187 and 195.5 Numerical Tools and Results5.1 The PSD TestWe suppose that the set of numbers comprising sequences U and V are xed and that onlypermutations of these sequences will be considered. Now every term in a PSD is non{negative.Hence if the sequences U and V are compatible, then no term in their PSDs can exceed theconstant c in Theorem 2. That is,jkj2 + jkj2 = c =) jkj2  c:Equivalently, if any term of a sequence's PSD exceeds c, then the sequence cannot be amember of a compatible pair and so maybe discarded from our search. This test can be gen-eralised in a straightforward manner to any family of sequences over any alphabet that haveconstant periodic autocorrelation function. (Since, the nonperiodic autocorrelation functionbeing constant implies that the periodic autocorrelation function is constant, the above testis also applicable for such candidate sequences.)5.2 Empirical Performance of the PSD Test for Binary SequencesExhaustive searches over the space of all binary 0; 1{sequences were performed for variouslengths and weights (number of ones) to see what fraction of sequences actually pass the PSDtest. The lengths ` and weights w were chosen to correspond to supplementary dierencesets used in the constructions of D{optimal designs [KKNK94] and Hadamard matrices (asdescribed above) while c, the threshold for the PSD test, was determined by (4). The resultsare shown Table 1. (The last three rows in this table are derived from a count of decimationclasses rather than sequences, but the percentage reduction is approximately the same eitherway.) It is evident that very substantial reductions in the number of candidate sequences canbe realised through the use of the PSD test. 5
Number PercentageNumber of passing passingSDS parameters ` w c sequences PSD Test PSD Test2-(21;6,10;6) 21 6 10 54,264 9,093 16.75%21 10 10 352,716 9,618 2.72%2-(21;11,11;11) 21 10 11 352,716 25,494 7.22%2-(25;9,9;6) 25 9 12 2,042,975 104,125 5.09%2-(25;13,13;13) 25 13 13 5,200,300 189,000 3.63%2-(31;15,10;10) 31 10 15 44,352,165 1,620,835 3.65%31 15 15 300,540,195 1,595,384 0.53%2-(31;16,16;16) 31 16 16 300,540,195 4,358,104 1.45%2-(35;18,18;18) 35 18 18 0.85%2-(41;21,21;21) 41 21 21 0.31%2-(45;23,23;23) 45 23 23 0.16%Table 1: Empirical Performance of the PSD Test for Binary Sequences.
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7742 3.747 4 7AC8 0.000 1 7AC8 0.000 17D48 2.956 4 7A98 -1.618 2 76C2 1.618 272B2 -3.783 4 76C2 1.618 2 7A98 -1.618 27D0C 3.783 4 79A8 -2.236 2 6EC2 2.236 27368 -2.956 4 6EC2 2.236 2 79A8 -2.236 26CB8 -3.913 4 734A -2.827 4 check 7D48 2.956 46D38 -3.747 4 sort 7D48 2.956 4 compat. 7368 -2.956 47534 -3.445 4  ! 7368 -2.956 4  ! 7658 -2.956 47658 -2.956 4 7658 -2.956 4 7742 3.747 4734A -2.827 4 7534 -3.445 4 6D38 -3.747 47B0A 3.913 4 7742 3.747 4 7D0C 3.783 47AC8 0.000 1 6D38 -3.747 4 72B2 -3.783 47A98 -1.618 2 72B2 -3.783 4 7B0A 3.913 476C2 1.618 2 7D0C 3.783 4 6CB8 -3.913 46EC2 2.236 2 7B0A 3.913 479A8 -2.236 2 6CB8 -3.913 4Table 2: Exhaustive Search Results for ` = 15.5.3 Application of the PSD Test to the Search for GL{PairsExhaustive searches for all GL{pairs of length `  45 were conducted, and incomplete searchesfor 47  `  51. For reasons of eciency, the computer programs dealt with sequences com-posed of 0 and 1 instead of 1. We also found it convenient to identify each decimation classwith an oset PSD component such that the osets of compatible classes would sum to zero.(E.g., oset PSDs can be obtained by subtracting the two terms on the right hand side of(4) from the PSDs of U and V , respectively. Then, among all the decimations of a givensequence U , we can select that decimation with the oset j1j2 of greatest magnitude to bethe representative of its decimation class, and we let the rst component of its oset PSD bethe oset of the decimation class.)The exhaustive search algorithm was divided into three steps. In the rst step, all decimationclasses of length ` and weight w = `+12 are exhaustively generated, and each one that passesthe PSD test is saved in a list. In the second step, the list is sorted by oset. In this manner,pairs of classes with equal and opposite osets can be quickly found, and the third step is tocompute the autocorrelation functions of such pairs to conrm whether they are compatibleor not.The results from these three steps for ` = 15 are illustrated in Table 2. Decimation classes arerepresented in hexadecimal (0 = 0000; 1 = 0001; 2 = 0010; : : : ;F = 1111) with leading zerosignored. Each decimation class is followed by its oset and the number of distinct decimationscomprising the class. Decimation classes 6EC2 and 79A8 are actually members of the sameclass, so the total number of decimation classes generated was 15. In the three rightmostcolumns, each line with a positive oset followed by one or more lines with a negative osetrepresent compatible classes. Note that class 7D48 is compatible with two dierent classes,namely 7368 and 7658. 7
5.4 Exhaustive Search ResultsThe results from the exhaustive searches for `  45 are shown in Table 3. NG denotes thetotal number of decimation classes that were generated, NP the number that passed thePSD test, and NC the number that form a compatible pair with some other decimationclass. In counting the total number of GL{pairs that are formed, we follow the conventionof Kounias et al [KKNK94] that any pair of sequences that can be transformed into anotherpair by exchanging the sequences, cyclically shifting or reversing either of the sequences, ordecimating both by the same amount are considered equivalent. Thus, NGL{pairs denotesthe total number of inequivalent GL{pairs, which is approximately equal to one half of NC .Nr and Ns are analogous to NC except that they count sequences instead of decimationclasses. For Nr, two sequences are considered equivalent if one can be obtained from theother by a cyclic shift or reversal. For Ns, they are equivalent if and only if one can beobtained from the other by a cyclic shift. Since gcd(`; w) = 1, all ` cyclic shifts of thesesequences are distinct.` w NG NP NC NGL{pairs Nr Ns3 2 1 1 1 1 1 15 3 1 1 1 1 2 27 4 2 1 1 1 1 29 5 4 2 2 1 6 911 6 6 3 3 2 11 1713 7 14 3 3 4 10 1815 8 66 15 13 8 43 8217 9 95 11 10 7 74 14619 10 280 28 15 9 109 20921 11 1,464 107 36 22 207 40823 12 2,694 135 52 28 562 1,11325 13 10,452 378 77 46 770 1,54027 14 41,410 1,201 183 102 1,647 3,29429 15 95,640 1,895 255 139 3,546 7,07631 16 323,396 4,696 382 200 5,654 11,30833 17 1,770,963 20,284 548 284 5,475 10,94035 18 5,405,026 46,250 1,632 829 19,513 39,01437 19 13,269,146 77,403 1,298 679 23,236 46,47039 20 73,663,402 351,918 4,581 2,318 54,896 109,78041 21 164,107,650 516,993 2,888 1,463 57,678 115,33043 22 582,538,732 1,348,420 4,010 2,013 84,004 168,00845 23 3,811,895,344 6,095,209 6,071 3,058 72,810 145,620Table 3: Summary of Exhaustive Search Results.The actual lists of GL{pairs are too voluminous to publish here, but a representative GL{pairfrom our computer searches for each `  51 is shown in Table 4. The full lists (in the formshown in the three rightmost columns of Table 2) are available upon request from any of theauthors. 8
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